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NEW COURSE OF STUDY.
The following- includes a graded system of school work
for nine years, from the primary grade through to high
school studies, adopted by the school board of Fitzwilliam
at the beginning of the school year of 1900, to be put in
practice at once in all the schools of Fitzwilliam.
The year is supposed to be divided into three terms
of the same number of weeks ; accordingly, the year's work
is divided into three equal parts, so that a third of it is
done in one term.
First Grade— First Year.
Reading: First lessons, learning words, letters, their
sounds and meaning.
Number: From 1 to 25 in addition, subtraction and
multiplication.
Writing: On slates, paper or the blackboard.
Object Lessons : Draw simplest forms from nature and
common things, size, location, place, weight, etc.
Drill in Ph3'sical Exercise: Giving oral instruction in
physiology.
Music: Scale practice and rote songs.
Second Grade— Second Year.
Reading: In first and second readers.
Spelling : Using an elementary book.
Writing or Drawing: On slates or paper, daily.
Arithmetic: Using a primary book— writing numbers
b\^ figures and words, advancing from 25 to 50 in adding,
subtracting, multiplying and dividing.
Physiology : Oral instruction continued.
Nature Studies : Form, shades, tints, all the primary
colors ; surface as smooth, rough, soft, hard, etc.
Music: Modulation, time and tune, using charts and
music reader.
Third Grade— Third Year.
Reading: Second grade reader, taking up the use and
meaning of the pauses and the meaning of words.
Spelling: Advancing in grade; giving attention to syl-
ables, sounds or letters and their distinguishing marks,
long or short, etc.
Arithmetic : Bradbury's Brief Course or an equivalent,
mastering the multiplication table to 8's ; also the use of
the signs, of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
equality, etc.
Geography : Oral and written.
Writing or Drawing: Daily.
Physiology : Using first lesson book.
Nature Studies : Flowers, leaves, insects, birds and
animals; distance, as inch, foot, yard, rod, mile; quality,
as tough, brittle, porous, heavy, etc.




Reading: Using third grade book and sentence making
and defining words.
Spelling : Advanced grade, drilling in pronunciation and
characters used to distinguish the proper sounds ; also drill
in the use of dipthongs, tripthongs, digraphs, asterisk, etc.
Arithmetic: Colburn's to page 90, and Bradbury's Brief
Course completed ; also teaching the Roman notation and
the coins of the United States.
Writing or Drawing: One each daj'.
Physiology: One term during the year.
Nature studies : Shape of things, as square, round, an-
gular, eliptical, oval, etc.
Fifth Gkade—Fifth Year.
Reading: Advanced, special vocal drill.
Spelling: Written and oral, defining words.
Arithmetic: Colburn's to page 129; Bradbury's Prac-
tical to 60th page.
Geography : Frye's Elementary finished and reviewed.
Writing and Drawing: One day each.
Language : Metcalfs First Grammar, or an equivalent,
giving special attention to the use of capital letters and
punctuation.
Writing: Once each day.
Music: Continued two part singing, using music book.
Sixth Grade—Sixth Year.
Reading: Giving attention to vocal culture and ex-
pression.
Spelling : Oral or written daily.
Colburn's Arithmetic: Daily.
Arithmetic: Bradbury's Practical from fractions to
percentage.
Fr3'e's Complete Geography : Through the Gulf States.
Grammar: Metcalf's English Grammar to part second
or its equivalent.
Physiology : One term during the 3^ear.
Composition and Speaking: Three times each during
the term.
Writing or Drawing:. Daily.
Music : Daih\
Seventh Grade—Seventh Year.
Reading: As you would talk, expressing the full
thought.
Spelling: Oral or written daily.
Composition and Speaking: Each three times during
a term.
Colburn's Arithmetic: Daily.
Arithmetic: Bradbury's Practical through percentage
to proportion.
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Geography : The Complete, from the Gulf States through
Europe.
Grammar: Through the parts of speech analyzing and
parsing to page 183, Metcalf's or an equivalent.
Ph3^siology : One term during the year.
Music : Daily.
Eighth Grade— Eighth Year.
Reading and Vocal Culture : Daily.
Spelling: Oral or written daily.
Colburn's Arithmetic: Completed and reviewed.
Bradbury's Practical Arithmetic : Beginning with inter-
est through partnership.
Large Geography: Completed.
Grammar : Completed, analyzing and parsing continued.
Writing or Drawing: Daily.
Composition and Speaking: Each three times during
a term.
Singing: Daily.
Physiology : One term during the year.
Ninth Grade— Ninth Year.
Reading and Vocal Culture: Daily.
Spelling: Oral or written daily.
Arithmetic: Complete and reviewed.
Grammar : Reviewed
.
United States History: Montgomery's large, through
the year and completed.
Composition and Speaking : Three times each during
the term.
Writing and Drawing: Continued.
Physiology : One term during the 3'ear.
Singing : Daily.
More or less nature study will be required through the
grammar school course.
HIGH SCHOOL COITRSE— FIRST YEAR.
First Term.
Reading and spelling, elementary algebra, bookkeeping,
rhetoric, physical geography', music, declamations and
compositions.
Second Term.
Reading and defining words, algebra, rhetoric, English,
geology and agriculture, music, dechimations and compo-
sitions.
Third Term.
Algebra completed, botany, rhetoric, music, declama-
tions and compositions.
REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD.
It was stated at the last annual meeting, when the ex-
pediency of adopting the provisions of the new law relating
to the supervision of schools was under consideration, that
it was desirable to do so for the following reasons
:
1. That by so doing we could secure the services of a
man of special training, qualified for the work, who could
accomplish more for the advancement of our schools than
any school board whom we could elect.
2. That by devoting his whole time to this single oc-
cupation he could, by a thorough acquaintance not only
with the teachers but with the scholars, impart to them
an enthusiasm for their work that they had hitherto un-
known.
3. That, by taking advantage of the amount of money
the state had set apart for this purpose, the expense would
be but little more than under the old system.
While we would not claim that our schools have at-
tained an ideal standard of excellence, we unhesitatingly
affirm that, with only two exceptions, the work has been
more satisfactory', and the progress greater than we have
seen for years. Of course, this result has been reached,
primarily, by the excellence of our teachers, we having
been very fortunate in this respect the past year, for unless
good teachers can be secured, nothing worth3' of commen-
dation can be done ; but the credit must also in a great
measure be awarded to our superintendent, who by his
ability, energy, and enthusiasm for his work, has made
this result possible.
Any extended remarks by us as to the -work of the dif-
ferent schools is unnecessary, as the report to us of the
superintendent has covered the whole ground.
REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF SCHOOLS
For Two Terms, Beginning with the First of
September and Ending with the
Winter Term.
To the School Board of Fitzwilliam:
In compliance with the new law relating to the super-
visorship, the diitx'- devolves upon me to present the follow-
ing report of the condition of the schools as I found them,
and as they have progressed thus far in the school year,
which will terminate at the close of the spring and sum-
mer term.
Nine schools were in operation during the fall, and
eight have been keeping during the winter. The number
of pupils in these schools have been 211.
SCHOOL GRADING.
Upon visiting j'our schools, I was made to feel that my
first work was to grade them, in order that the pupils
might know where the\^ stood in their studies and how
much they ought to accomplish in a term and during the
school year. The neglect of proper system and grading has
been hitherto a great hindrance in school work. I am
aware, it has been thought this could not be done in rural
schools, and, therefore, no attempt had been instituted to
produce a sj-stem that would accomplish the best possible
results. So the custom has been for the pupils to decide
where they would commence their studies and how far
they would go in them in a given time; and often it has
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been beginning each session in about the same place, and
finally leaving school without having mastered scarcely a
single subject and certainly not anj^ branch of solid learn-
ing. Such a course is destructive to mental development
and soul training. The most it achieves, is a smattering
of a few branches before pupils leave school, calling their
education finished. How poorly prepared such are for any
vocation whatever; they cannot honor even farming,
sweeping the kitchen, splitting stone, or picking up chips.
If a haphazard way of doing things was suflicient in the
days of homespun, it is not equal to the demands of this
age, when electricity drives cars, and lightning darts news
round the world. Now the graded S3^stem remedies this
helter-skelter manner of working, which never would sub-
due a colt to do anything but run away, or train a dog
to do anything but bark.
Now a curriculum of studies from the primary school
to the end of the grammar grade has been formulated and
so arranged that the child upon entering school, can begin
in the right place and pursue the most practical method
till he finishes his grammar studies at the end of the ninth
3'ear of his schooling, going over as much ground each
term as the average pupil can master; and when he enters
upon his next term he will know just where to begin and
how far it is expected to advance during the following ten
or twelve weeks.
Then, too, this graded system opens the way to pro-
mote students from one grade to another as fast as they
are able to do it with credit to themselves, and without
any detriment to others. It induces a wholesome spirit of
emulation among pupils and between schools without any
injurious drawbacks. A proper spirit of rivalship in obtain-
ing an education is as essential as it is in all departments
of secular and religious work. As students find themselves
in school under this system, they have something at which
to aim that is above them and far reaching. Its tendency
is to render scholars in school ambitious to complete at
least the grammar course, and when this is thoroughly
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done, they will be fairly well prepared to fulfil the require-
ments of a successful life work. Having thorou^^^hly com-
pleted such a course of stud3% they will not think that
their education is finished, but will go on in learning either
by themselves, or, if possible, in some higher grade of cul-
ture. Henceforth in their mental pursuits, it will not be
with them, ''how much, but how well the work has been
done."
As the outcome of 3'our present graded system, you are
to graduate at the end of the present school year some ten
young ladies from the grammar to high school studies.
These are to come from at least three different schools, who
will do honor to the same and be a credit to your town.
Another year there promises to be a still larger class, con-
sisting of bo\-s and girls.
This system tends to level up throughout the town the
school standing, so that the scholarship in the rural sec-
tions will be equal to that in the villages.
I am sure that the teachers have been able to accom-
plish much more in the same time, by the help of the
graded system, than they otherwise could have done.
Now, as a term closes, they know just where the pupils
end their work and where they v^ill begin another term.
Let this system continue, under the charge of judicious and
competent teachers, and the schools will advance. We live
in an age of progress. We cannot do precisely as our
fathers did, if we w^ould. Living in log houses, fighting the
Indians, riding to meeting on a saddle, or in panniers on
horseback, or grinding corn in a stone mortar, have had
their day, and we would not bring them back, if we could.
The new dawning is brighter than the old. We must keep
our e\'e on the morning star and press with our might
towards the prize of the highest calling.
THE TEACHERS.
With pleasure I can report to 3'ou that for the most
part, the instructors in charge of your schools have been
mentalh' and morally well qualified to do efficient work in
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the schoolroom. Most of them have been fitted for their
mission Idv normal training and experience, so as to real-
ize th^t the chief end of keeping school is to teach pupils
to think. Such teachers labor behind their scholars, induc-
ing them to do the best they can in studying and reciting.
They have not practised the "pouring in process," as it is
termed, to any great extent; nor have they indulged in
the "drav^ing out system," which has in the past wrought
such havoc in our schools.
No one should be employed as teacher who is not of a
high moral character, loving teaching to such an extent
as to render her ready and willing to make striking sacri-
fices in behalf of the young placed under her charge ; and
out of the school hours will so prepare herself as to be able
to recite all the lessons to be heard, or to ask the questions
in recitation without any text book in hand, or using it
in any manner to interfere with the development of the
highest and clearest thought. Pupils must drink out
of a running stream, not from stagnant pools, as is the
case where a teacher is confined to her text book for all
her questions.
Your teachers, with not more than two exceptions,
have proved themselves earnest, studious, devoted and
faithful to their vocation. For the most part they have
sustained good order, and had system in their work. The
coming in and going out of the pupils generally, has been
done quietly and in keeping with advanced methods.
Furthermore, they have arranged their classes and lessons
as to order and time, according to the most improved sj-s-
tem. Without a carefully prepared program no teacher can
do her best work. For this reason it should be required
of all your teachers to have a program of the studies and
recitations made out as soon as ma^^ be near the begin-
ning of each term, and posted in the schoolroom where it
maj^ be examined by scholars and others at anj^ time.
At the present da3^, teachers must keep abreast of the
times, and to do this, they must keep in touch with all
forward movements ; thev cannot do this without having
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educational journals, books on pedagogy and on mental
and moral science to read and study. In some way, they
should avail themselves of these potential helps. As their
calling is so exalted, they should be cultured, refined, high-
ly enlightened, particular as to dress and personal appear-
ance, and bound to do good. Those are the best instruc-
tors, who teach through their lives and from their words
by their actions.
SCHOOLHOUSES.
The schoolhouses in the villages are in a very fair con-
dition, meeting to a good degree present demands. The
houses in Nos. 1, 4, 9, 10, should at least be so improved
as to be comfortable and attractive. Of course I would
not recommend expending a large sura upon any of these
structures ; only enough to meet the actual wants of your
children. The}- should be so conditioned and surrounded
as to give joy and gladness to the young in pursuit of
knowledge. As parents carefully consider these matters,
the3^ become ready to do the right thing for their children
;
the}' do not desire to keep up vast estates, having no con-
cern for the lives of those to whom they may leave them
the}- realize that the best dowry which thc}'^ can leave their
offspring is a good education. As they look around they
come to understand that more youths go to the bad for
the want of early and proper instruction, discipline and
kindh' training, than for any incurable depravity of nature.
The chief trouble with parents is, they do not feel to the
fullest extent the responsibilit}^ resting upon themselves for
the true education and training of their children whom God
has given to their charge, to fit them for the purest woman-
hood and the noblest manhood ; but it is even so.
Now just what the demand will be, as to the number
of schoolhouses to meet the actual wants of the town can-
not be decided today. This is a matter to be carefully
pondered and so adjusted as to work for the good of the
whole town. It has been proved over and over that a
school should have from twelve to thirty pupils to render
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it trulj^ profitable. With a less number a school is quite
likely to lack in interest and enthusiasm ; accordingh', when
a school becomes so depleted as to have less than ten
pupils, it cannot be made a success in any true sense. In
such a case, it would be better for its scholars to attend a
larger school in which the class-friction and interest will
wake them up and speed them forward. Should the dis-
tance for such pupils be more than a mile and a half to
the assigned school, then they should receive from three to
four cents a mile for the distance over a mile and a half.
This has been the outcome of the town system, wherever
it has really supplanted the old district system. In no
case has it tended to cause the farms and sections in the
outskirts to be deserted. This was the bane of the district
system, and is still being felt in the towns where the citi-
zens persist in running schools under the old system ; the
former is truly democratic, regarding the welfare of the
whole people. So as changes shall come in reducing, or
increasing the number of schools, let them be met with
deliberation and due consideration, desiring to aid all con-
cerned. In this manner changes will come to pass, which
will w^ork for the highest good and prosperity of your town.
THE STUDENTS.
As I have become acquainted with the pupils in the
schools, it is gratif\nng to be able to report them, as a
general thing, in such a condition as to assure us that
they have been in school to help make a good one. When
suggestions have been made about coming into the school-
room, or going out, or walking across the floor, to the
end that this should be done very quietly, or that whis-
pering should not be tolerated in school, they have fallen
in with the advice, endeavoring to profit by the counsel-
ing. For the most part, the prevailing spirit of the children
has been just right. I have aimed in my frequent visits to
induce the pupils to feel that if they were not in school to
help make a good one they could not remain in the same
long, for the reason they would prove a hindrance to the
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other students, and that we have no tnoral rijj^ht to injure
the many for the sake of keeping the rough and headstrong
in school. It should be enforced upon all pupils that they
should go to school to govern themselves and be taught
in the branches taken up. Of course there must be order
in school, and, in case that parents do not do their duty
in the way of government at home, they are likely to be
insubordinate as they shall go to school. In that case, the
teacher must exercise the authoritv of the policeman or
sheriff, bringing order out of chaos. Let parents do their
wdiole duty, as to the government of their children, and
they will seldom occasion an}^ trouble in the school, giving
the teacher the opportunity of doing her best work in the
way of giving instruction. This is especiall3^ what she is
hired for, and should be so protected as to do her best for
the whole under her charge. Parents are responsible for
the conduct of their children in the school, the church, the
social gathering and on the streets, until they shall reach
their majorit3^
Allow me to sa^'- here that I have been forced to think
at times that some of the pupils are not as careful of their
text-books as they should be, as to marking them and
allowing their leaves to become turned down. It is hoped
that in the future no text-book shall show^ the mark of a
pencil, or anj^ unnecessary' defacement. The school books
belong to the town, and so are simply loaned property,
and should be treated as such. I am sure that most of
the scholars in your schools give promise of becoming
noble men and w^omen, and therefore, are deserving of
superior advantage for a thorough education. So let the
town be generous in the support of their public schools,
making them to rank among the ver^- best, and the young
will rise up at length and call its citizens blessed.
ABSENCES AND TARDINESSES.
It is to be deeply regretted that pupils should ever be
kept out of school save for sickness or s6me other neces-
sity. Half of your schools have done remarkably well in
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this respect. This fact is to be highlj^ commended. No. 10
school takes the lead in this regard. During the fall term,
there was not a tardy mark on the register, nor but one
absence. In this respect, I am certain it takes the lead in
the county and in the state ; but in several of the other
schools the absences and tardinesses have been altogether
too many, showing a waste of money and a loss of time,
w^hich can never be made up. Can parents afford to de-
prive their children of that which would prove of the high-
est benefit to them so long as they shall live ? In building
up character, promptness and punctuality are a necessity
for its completeness. Hence in everj^ possible w^ay should
school boards, parents and teachers encourage pupils to be
in school betimes and all the time it is in session.
BRANCHES TAUGHT.
Thoroughness has been the special aim of teacher and
supervisor in the branches taken tip by pupils in the dif-
ferent schools. As far as students have advanced in
spelling, reading^ writing, arithmetic, geographj', grammar,
historj' and other studies, it has been the determination
to have the w^ork well done, so w^ell done that it will not
need be gone over again, only in review.
There is one branch which has largely passed out of
your schools that should be restored ; I refer to mental
arithmetic; Colburn's, or some equivalent one, should be
in all your schools and should be mastered.
Music has been pursued to some extent in most of the
schools and should be continued for its discipline and cul-
ture of voice. It was truthfully said long. ago bj^ a dis-
tinguished educator, " Let me write the songs of a nation,
and I care not who writes their laws." Since music was
introduced into our schools as an important branch, it
has produced a happy change in the voices and sj^irit of
the scholars for the better.
The so-styled nature studies, which have been put into
our schools during the last decade, are yielding good re-
sults, causing the 3'oung folk to observe and become spe-
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cialW interested in the common things about them on the
land, in the air and water. This mental sight is discover-
ing mines of thought, richer than those of gold, or dia-
monds, and far more precious. Object teaching should be
encouraged.
CONCLUSION.
Since vour schools are of such vital importance to the
home, the church, the town, state and nation, they are
deserving to be fostered and generously supported ; and it
is hoped that in some way means shall be provided to
give them from thirty to thirt3^-six weeks each year in
length, that they ma3' do equalh' as much, and as good
school work as is being done in Troy, Marlboro or
Winchendon.
Let your schools continue to be of a high grade, and
Fitzwilliam with her magnificent natural scenery and
attractions, will advance. Yerily, what is it that leads
the greatest prestige and influence to a town, or city? It
is not her natural advantages, however beautiful and sub-
lime they may be, but it is her people when cultured and
truly educated as to the physical, the mental and moral.
In such a condition the^' are certain to attract and induce
kindred and noble people to settle or tarry as long as cir-
cumstances will permit, adding much to the wealth and
real prosperit}- of the town.
What I have said in the foregoing pages, is the outcome
of some one hundred and twenty-five visits to your schools.
It has afforded me a pleasure to work with you, the school
board, the teachers, the scholars and parents of Fitz-
william. As a final word, let me entreat you all go on in
your divine work, exercising the best supervision over your
schools in your power, that your young people may come
forth from them as ornaments and blessings, being the






ROLL OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE.
School No. 1.
First term : Freddie Streeter, John Patre, Jonas Damon,
Elmer Damon. Second term: Ruth Bent, ElHott Streeter,
Zena Wilder. Third term : Elliott Streeter, Fred Streeter,
Maud Streeter, Willie Stiles, Edna McAllister.
School No. 3.
Second term: Sydney W. Armstrong.
School No. 4.
First term : Dora L. Tucker, Bessie V. Tucker, Arthur
E. Stone, Walter M. Stone, Frank G. May, Eveline M.
Stone. Second term : Frank G. May, Arthur E. Stone,
Walter M. Stone, Fred Whitcomb, Evey M. Stone, Bessie
V. Tucker, Dora L. Tucker. Third term : Irving Kennett,
Frank May, Arthur Stone, Walter Stone, Fred Whitcomb,
Evey Stone, Dora Tucker, Bessie Tucker.
Grammar School No. 5.
First term: Chester Luke Bemis, Arthur Waldo Byam,
Floyd Elmer Clark, Leland Herbert Matthews, Robert
Elmer Hayden, Ralph Linwood Tenney, Fred Willard
Thompson, Mabel Edna Baldwin, Esther Ellen Bordo, Alga
L. Forristall, Mae Sarah Morrill. Second term : Beatrice
Wilkins, Marion Firmin, Erwin Cudworth, Henry Bemis,
Chester Bemis, Fred Thompson. Third term : Chester Be-
mis, Henry Bemis, Robert Hayden, Marion Firmin, Alga
Forristall, Louise Morrill, Mae Morrill, Minnie Simenoe.
Primary School No. 5.
First term : Beatrice Wilkins, Beatrice Simenoe, Louise
Morrill, Annie Morrill, Marion Firmin, Marguerite Davis,
Harold Wetmore, Freddie Wilkins, Harry Starkey, Joseph
Matthews. Second term : Annie B. Morrill, Beatrice A.
Simenoe, Frances Firmin, Ruth L. Emerson, Hosmer B.
Thompson, Harold Wetmore. Third term : Ruth L. Emer-
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son, Frances Firmin, Beatrice A. Simenoc, Harry M. Star-
ke^', Harold P. Wetmore.
Columbian Grammar School.
First term: Rollin Angier, Hiirr}' Dunn, Arthur Lemay,
Bertha Dunn, Eva Flagg, Florence Flagg, Florence M.
Stone, Aaron Pease. Second term : Ethel Burbank, Eva
Flagg. Third terra: Ethel Burbank, Edith Burbank, Ray-
mond Dunn.
Columbian Primary School.
First term: Raymond Dunn, Walter Flagg, Levi Son,
Laino Pollary, Waina A. Pollary, Fannie Angier. Second
term: Harr^- Anderson, Raymond Dunn, Alma Russell,
Bertha Flagg, Daisy Hickory, Florence White. Third term :
Harry Anderson, Joseph Anderson, Alma Russell, Hercules
Rosazza, Edison Rosazza.
School No. 9.
First term: Myrtle Putnam, Lottie Putnam, Eva V.
Hill, Cora J. Hill, Hattie M. Penniman. Second term:
C3'rill J. Carpenter, Leo E. Carpenter, Marie C. Carpen-
ter, Charlie Hill, Cora J. Hill, Ellennus M. Hill, Eva V.
Hill, Hattie M. Penniman. Third term: Cyrill J. Carpen-
ter, Marie C. Carpenter, Sadie M. Carlsen, Ollie Fraipner.
School No. 10.
First term : Nellie May Blodgett, Hattie E. Fairbanks,
Luc3^ B. Fairbanks, Mabel A. Fairbanks, Exzelia M. Plante.
Second term : Archie Charapney, Michael Daley, Jeremiah
Daley, Harold Ha^^den, Walter Turner, Basil Sherrick,
Lawrence Sherrick, Susie Charapney, Susie Daley, Alice
Daley, Hattie Fairbanks, Lucy Fairbanks, Mabel Fairbanks,
Ethel Ha3-den, Katie Daley, Margaret Dale3\ Third terra :
Susie A. Daley. Margaret Dale^-, Alice M. Daley, Hattie
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FINANCIAL REPORT.
Anioniit available fi)r schools for the year 1900:
Cash on hand Feb. 15, 1900, $218 23
Appropriation by town, 1,800 00
Literary fund, 122 55
Dog license, 74 20
State appropriation, 287 02
$2,502 00
Expended, 2,216 25
Balance on hand for school purposes, $285 75
Amount available for salary of superintendent of schools:
Appropriation by town, $100 00
Appropriation by state, 166 66
$266 66





Amount available for repairs for the year 1900
:
Balance from 1899, $32 81
Appropriation for 1900, 75 00
$107 81
Expended, 49 11
Balance repair fund, $58 70
This balance of the repair fund would have been ex-
pended in repairing and painting the No. 1 school build-
ings had the weather permitted.





Miss Mary L. Reid,
Miss Sadie E. Stewart,
School No. 3.
Miss Annie M. Bigelow,
School No. 4.
Miss Jessie M. Baile3^
Miss Alice G. Ford,




Miss Grace G. Blodgett,
School No. 12.










Geo. W. Putnam, transportation of scholars from
No. 12 to No. 9, 20 weeks at $1.50 per week,
Frank W. Sherrick, transportation of scholars
from No. 12 to No. 10, 9 3-5 weeks at $2.50,
Richard Armstrong, mileage for Grace and Willie







No. 1, three terms,
No. 3, two terms.
No. 4, three terms.
No. 5, three terms,
Columbian, three terms.
No. 9, three terms.
No. 10, two terms,


















Express and freisi:ht on l)()oks and supplies, $4 85
Postage,
Use of town hall for educational meetings,
H. C. White, broom,
C. D. Bigelow, tal)le,
Harrv Dunn, work on wood, Columbian school.
Use of public telephone,
J. M. Parker & Co.,
Joseph Duston, stove pokers,





Due from town of Rindge, for tuition of Jonas and





The undersigned, having examined the report of the




Fitzwilliam, Feb. 23, 1901.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT.
VALUATION OP THE TOWN AS BY INVOICE TAKEN
APRIL 1, 1900.
259 polls, $25,900 00
Resident real estate, . 267,645 00
Non-resident real estate, 99,525 00
273 horses, 16,110 00
10 oxen, 675 00
295 cows, 8,710 00
59 other neat stock, 1,079 00
41 sheep, 152 00
Fowls, 20 00
Vehicles, 2,295 00
Stock in banks and corporations in the state, 3,554 00
Money on hand, at interest or on deposit, 6,719 00
Surplus capital in banking institutions, 200 00
Stock in trade, 19,260 00
Mills and machinery, 10,300 00
Total, $462,144 00
AMOUNT OF MONEY RAISED BY TAX, 1900.
State tax, $854 25






Interest on school district note,
Memorial day,





Surplus on the above.
Tax on additional invoice.
Total, $8,087 52
Committed to H. F. Winslow for collection.




Pay roll, 34 men,
W. E. Barrus, steward,
Henry Handy, repairing^ engine,
J. M. Parker & Co., supplies,
M. J. Whcelock, teams,
Fitzwilliam Hotel Co., teams,
D. F. White, watehing brush fire,
Fred Champiiey, watching brush fire,
John Champney, watching brush fire,
J. M. Parker & Co., 3,208 lbs. lead pipe at 5% c,
Pearson Bros. & Co., pipe, etc.,
Clarence Crosby, labor,
H. C. Tenney, labor,
Fitzwilliam Hotel Co.,
W. E. Barrus, labor water works,
Total, $555 12
SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS.
S. S. Stone, Memorial da3% $75 00
Frank A. Merrill, gravel pit, 25 00
Morris-Ireland Safe Co., 193 22
A. J. Blake, library appropriation, 50 00
A. J. Blake, library, annual, 60 30
Chas. L. Haskell, superintendent schools, 100 00
Chas. L. Haskell, general repairs, 75 00
$199
30
Rosetta Stone, care Geo. Norwood, $42 50
Dr. W. H. Shaw, medical attendance Anthony
Duquette, 5 60
Mrs. Chas. Myra, care and board of Bessie Mosher, 23 20
Dr. M. T. Stone, attending Geo. Norwood, 20 15
Geo. A. Dunton, wood for Young family, 2 00
C. H. Phillips, goods for Anthonj^ Duquette, 11 33
J. M. Parker & Co., goods for Young family, 11 25
Dr. Geo. S. Emerson, medical attendance Mrs.
Chas. Blood, 1 50
Dr. Geo. S. Emerson, medical attendance Geo.
Norwood, 4 65
Dr. Geo. S. Emerson, medical attendance Young
family, 17 50
Dr. Geo. S. Emerson, medical attendance Bessie
Mosher, 22 00
Dr. Geo. S. Emerson, medical attendance Mosher
child,
Maggie Myra, care Mrs. Young,
Maggie M^a-a, potatoes, Mrs. Young,
Mrs. M. J. Rugg, bedding and clothes for Osca
Kallinika,
Fitzwilliam Hotel Co, Young family to station,
Fitzwilliam Hotel Co., meat for Y'oung family,
J. M. Parker & Co., goods for Young family,
Wm. Anderson, board of Oscar Kallinika,




B. F. Cuinmin^^s, goods for B. Grant,






D. H. Firmin, express on town reports,
D. H. Firmin, mailing and postage,
D. H. Firmin, expense to Keene twice,
D. H. Firmin, postage,
D. H. Firmin, telephone and express on books,
H. C. Tenne}', expense to Keene,
H. C. Tenney, horse on town business,
H. C. Tenney, affidavit, pauper claim,
H. C. Tenney, affidavit, Anthony Duquette,
H. C. Tenne^", affidavit. Miss Moshier,
H. C. Tenney, w^arrants, etc., Hodge case,
H. C. Tenne3% lock for selectmen's office,
H. C. Tenne\', moving 2 safes, labor and lumber, etc.
H. C. Tenne}', affidavit, Oscar Kattinika,
H. C. Tenney, tw^o complaints and warrants,
entry and judgment, James Bailey liquor cases,
C. B. Perry, interest on town note,
Henr^' T. Hall, interest on town note,
D. H. Reed, balance, above appropriation,
Chas. L. Haskell, interest on district note,
Julius H. Firmin, insurance, library books,
E. Cummings, bill for liquor,
Ira Prentice, damages on highway,
J. M. Derb3% freight on safes,
R. P. Fisher, wood, tow^n hall,
Sentinel Printing Co., tow^n reports.
Sentinel Printing Co., order book, l)ill paper,
R. E. Laine, school books,
Ginn & Co., school books,































Chas. L. Haskell, school books,
C. B. Perr\^ & Sons, insurance, school house,
C. B. Perr\'^ & Sons, insurance, town hall,
B. F. Cummings, stove pipe,
R. F. Cudworth, drawing safe.
Dr. W. H. Shaw, births and deaths,
W. E. Barrus, care tramps,
C. D. Bigelow, attending one funeral,
Chas. L. Haskell, interest on district note,
E. M. Thompson, witness in Hodge case,
E. M. Thompson, expense taking Bessie to county
farm,
E. M. Thompson, taking Hodge to Keene jail,
E. M. Thompson, Bailey liquor search,
E. M. Thompson, Baile3^ liquor search,
E. M. Thompson, paid recording deed,
E. M. Thompson, team on town business,
E. M. Thompson, taking Young family to West
moreland,
John Shea, labor on town safes,
W. F. Winslow, attending 15 funerals,
A. J. Blake, insurance on town hall,
W. E. Barrus, board and care of prisoners,
Silsby & Sons, books,
Hammett school books,
E. L. Stone, splints, town house,
J. M. Parker & Co., towm supplies,
Samuel Kendall, water tub,
Daniel Whitcomb, water tub,
John Lee, water, 2 years,
Mrs. E. L. Hodge, water, 2 years,
John Cross, water tub,
N. U. Cahill. water tub,
E. J. Matthews, water tub,
R. L. Angier, w^ater tub,
E. E. Roundy, w^ater tub,
Chas. L. Haskell, expense to Keene,
F. O. Greene, painting guideboards, etc..
$127
33
Chas. Byani, interest on town note,
J. H. Firniin, cxi)ense to Boston,
C. D. Bigclow, check list,
Dr. Geo. S. Emerson, births, deaths,
H. F. Winslow, dij^^ii^in,!^ o^rave Geo. Norwood,
H. F. Winslow, M-j days removing trees and limbs
in cemetery,
Wm. Davis, interest on town note,
C. B. Perry, trustee interest on town note,




D. H. Firmiti, fire ward,
C. D. Bigelow, supervisor,
I. H. Burbank, supervisor,
E. Cummings, supervisor,
W. E. Barrus, bell ringer,
Annie L. Colby, librarian,
Annie L. Colby, care of library,
W. C. Dunn, ballot clerk,
R. L. Angier, ballot clerk,
Walter J. Whitcomb, ballot clerk,
N. B. Hayden, ballot clerk,
A. J. Blake, school district clerk,
R. P. Fisher, truant ofiicer,
J. M. Derby, constable,
E. Cummings, liquor agent,
Dr. Geo. S. Emerson, board of health,
C. D. Bigelow, board of health.
Dr. W. H. Shaw, board of health,
J. E. Bemis, police officer,




































Amount in treasury Feb. 15, 1900,
Interest on same.
Expended on lot.




















Due on Damon fund,
Due on John J. Allen fund,
Due on Daniel Spaulding fund.
Perry note,
Geo. C. Hubbard, note and interest,
Chas. Byani, note,
Wm. Davis, note,
Henry T. Hall, note and interest,




REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER.
CASH RECEIVED.
Cash on hand Feb. 15, 1901, $153 68
Wright Whitcomb, Mar. 22, 9 40
Account county poor, 247 61
John E. Allen, receiver Ins. Co., 39
Joseph Colomb, liquor and beer line, 30 00
Chas. Stone, beer fine, 5 00
Wray Gates, beer fine, 5 00
Savings Bank, Damon fund, 33 17
Savings Bank, John Allen fund, 16 11
Railroad tax, 196 65
Savings bank tax, 281 68
Literary fund, ' 122 00
State appropriation, school fund, 287 02
State appropriation for superintendent, 166 66
Barton Grant, hay sold, 24 52
James Baile}^ fine, 10 00
W. C. Dunn, collector 1899, abatements, 35 10
W. C. Dunn, collector 1899, 1,103 21
Joe Hart, liquor fine, 25 00
Monday Club, 1 25
J. H. Firmin, license, 126 00
H. F. Winslow, collector, 1900, 7,033 43
H. F. Winslow, abatements, 1900, 18 01
H. F. Winslow. discounts, 1900, 245 77
L. B. Rice, town hall agent, 152 70
Hardy & Hayden, from E. M. Thompson, 11 32
E. C. Baker, gravel sold, 7 20
40
Sarah Perr\s note, Feb. 15, 1901, $300 00
E. Cummings, liquor agent, 63 58
Dr. Emerson, for books sold, 1 35
D. H. Firniin, pipe, 5 00
Selectmen over-paid Wright Whitcomb, hall agent, 3 80
$10,721 61
DISBURSEMENTS.
County tax, Sept. 22, 1900, $918 97
State tax, Dec. 29, 1900, 854 25
C. B. Perry, note, Feb. 15, 1901, 300 00
151 town orders, 8,155 13




The undersigned, having examined the above report of





FitzwilHam, Feb. 22, 1901.
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LIST OF TAXPAYERS.
VALUE OF REAL ESTATE, TOTAL VALUATION AND
AMOUNT OF TAX OF EACH FOR THE YEAR




























































































Fairbanks, Mrs. Mary D.
Fife, Daniel J.
Fife, Arthur F.



















































































































Whittemore, Joel, heirs of
Whittemore, C. & W. J.
Whittemore, Frances M.















REPORT OF ROAD AGENTS.




Frank Merrill, work, 3 days, 4 hours,
I-'rank Merrill, with team, V^ day,
Harry Sibley, work, 1 da3',
A. L. Ellis, work, 1 day,
Comerford's man, work, 1 da^^,
D. J. Fife, work,
Waldo H. Bent, 3 days,
S. S. Stone, 850 ft. bridge plank,
E. M. Bent, 583 ft. bridge plank,
E. McAllister, sharpening tools,
June
:
E. M. Bent, work with team, 9 days,
E. M. Bent, work, 3 daj'S,
E. M. Bent, work with horse,
Tom Comerford, work, 9 days, 7i/4 hours,
W. A. Hall, work, 7 days, 8 hours,
Wm. Conant, work, 8 days, 1 hour,
C. H. Crosby, work, 3 days, 1V2 hours,
W. H. Bent, work, 61/2 days,
H. N. Fairbanks, work, SV2 days,
A. L. Ellis, work, 6^/2 hours,
Wm. Whitcomb, w^ork, 1 daj^
August
:
E. M. Bent, work, 4 da\^s,
E. M. Bent, work with horse, 1 day,
September
:
E. M. Bent, work with team, 15 days,
S. C. Baldwin, work on bridge,
Geo. A Baldwin, ^^vork on bridge,
Walter Baldwin, work on bridge,
H. N. Fairbanks, w^ork on bridge, 4 days, 4 hours,
A. L. Ellis, work on bridge, lOV^ daj^s,
W. A. Hall, work on bridge, 14 days, 8 hours,
C. G. Cox, wqrk on bridge, 11 days,
O. K. Kendall, work on bridge, 2 days,





Edson Pierce, work, 4 da3^s,
Waldo H. Bent, work, 2 days,
S. S. Stone, 2 men, 1 day,
Geo. A. Dunton, men and team,
Geo. A. Dunton & Co., plank and stringers,






E. M. Bent, with team, 4 days, 7 hours,
O. K. Kendall, work, 3 days,
W. A. Hall, work, 4 days, 2^ hours.
Wm. Conant, work, 5V2 days,.
November
:
C. G. Cox, work, 51/2 hours,
A. L. Ellis, 5V2 hours,
E. M. Bent, 423 ft. bridge stringers,
E. M. Bent, 675 ft. bridge plank,
E. M. Bent and man, cutting out trees,
R. L. Angier, bridge stringers,
A. L. Ellis, bridge timber,
A. L. Ellis, work,
February, 1901:
George A. Dunton, breaking roads,
C. G. Cox, breaking roads,
A. L. Ellis, breaking roads,
Wm. Conant, breaking roads,
Geo. Champnejs breaking roads,
A. G. Sargent, breaking roads,
H. N. Barrus, breaking roads,
E. M. Bent, breaking roads,




The undersigned, having examined the aljove report,




FitzwilHani. Feb. 22, 1901.
REPORT OF E. C. BAKER, ROAD AGENT.
RECEIVED.
1900.
May 5. Received order on town, $149 47
June 2. Received order on town, 156 15
July 2. Received order on town, 100 55
Sept. 1. Received order on town, 66 40
Oct. 6. Received order on town, 23 41
1901.
Feb. 18. Received order on town, 127 56
Total, $623 54
EXPENDED.
From Feb. 15 to April 16:
E. C. Baker, 34 hours, at 15c, $5 10
From April 16 to May 5:
E. C. Baker, 13 days with team, at $3.50, 45 50
Bertis Hodge, 13 days, at $1.60, 20 80
C. Kendall, II1/2 days, at $1.60, 18 40
Geo. Kendall, 7% days, at $1.60, 12 40
Albert Ward, 31/2 days, at $1.60, 5 60
R. F. Cudworth, 31/2 days, at $3.50, 12 25
vS. W. Earle, 5 90
J. Hadlock, edge and bolts, 8 50
Freight on same, 50
H. Hand}', labor on scraper, 1 70
J. M. Parker & Co., tools, 3 42
N. U. Cahill, 1 day with team, 3 50
60
J. Hale, 29 loads gravel, at 10c,
Geo. Putnam, breaking roads, 20 hours, at 15c,
May:
E. C. Baker, with team, 19 days, at $3.50,
C. Kendall, 14 days, at $1.60,
Bertis Hodge, 181/2 days, at $1.60,
L. Bordo, 4 days, at $1.60,
W. Flagg, 2 days, at $1.50,
J. Hale, with team, 3 daj's, at $3.50,
J. E. Bemis,
E. J. Matthews,
R. F. Cudworth, 1 day with team,
Albert Ward, 4 days, at $1.60,
June:
E. C. Baker, 15 days, at $3.50, with team,
Bertis Hodge, 14 days, at $1.60,
L. Bordo, 10 days, at $1.60,
J. Shea, 1^2 days, at $1.60,
A. E. Byara, 1/2 day, at $1.50,
S. S. Stone, plank.
July:
E. C. Baker, 8 da3^s, at $3.50, with team,
Self, 5 hours, at 20c,
Bertis Hodge, I2V2 da3^s, at $1.60,
L. Bordo, 7 days, at $1.60,




E. C. Baker, 11/2 days, at $3.50, with team,
E. C. Baker, 4 hours, at 20c,
Bertis Hodge, 9 days, at $1.60,
$2
61
Albert Ward, VL' day, at $1.60,
62





E. B. Ilolman. lSVi» days, at $1.75.
D. F. White. lO'/o days, at $1.60,
I. O'Brien, 6 days, at $1.60,
J. Goodrow, 151/2 days, at $1.60,
H. M. Flago-, horses, 19Vo days, at $2.00,
W. E. Holman, 6 days, at $3.50,
W. E. Hohnan, 2 poles, at 75c,
L. J. Pease, work on cnlvert,
R. L. Angier, 765 ft. plank, at $13.00,
R. L. Angier, 3 stringers, at $1.00,
J. Dustin, sharpening tools,
H. C. White, shovels and powder,
T. Dailey, work,
C. A. Towns, 2V2 hours, at 17c,
C. A. Towns, QVo hours, with team, at 35c,
H. M. Flagg, 7 hours, with team, at 35c,
W. E. Holman, 2 hours, at 17c,
E. A. Bo3'ce, 2 hours, with team, at 35c,
N. B. Hayden, 7 hours, at 17c,
R. Armstrong, 6 hours, at 15c,
A. E. Hayden, 15 hours, at 17c,
D. F. White, I8V2 hours, at 17c,
W^illie WHiite, 7 hours, at 8V2C,
G. N. Bosworth, 11 hours, at 17c,
B. Ha\"den, 15 hours, at 17c,
W. W'hite, 101/2 hours, at 17c,
H. Holman, 31 hours, at 17c,
H. Holman, horse 12 hours, at 10c,
C. W'illiams, 6 hours, at 17c,
W. J. Putney, 3 hours, at 17c,
W. J. Putney, 3 hours, w^ith team, at 35c,
F. W. Hill, 17 hours, at 17c,
J. O'Brien, I1/2 days, at $1.60,
N. B. Hayden, 91/2 hours, at 17c,
J. M. Parker, iron bars,
J. M. Parker, pick handles,
A. H. Turner, IO1/2 hours, at 17c,
A. H. Turner, horse, 1 hour, at 10c,
$32
64
Z. A. Boj'ce, 47 hours, at 15c,
Z. A. Bo3'ce, team, 251^ hours, at 15c,
H. M. Flagg, 3 da_vs, 4 hours, at $1.75,
H. M. Flagg, 1 day with team, at $3.50,
E. E. Roundy, 7^4 da3^s, at $1.75,
D. F. White, 7^/4 days, at $1.60,
E. E. Roundy,
H. E. Perry, 2 days, at $1.70,
J. O'Brien, 2 days, at $1.60,
G. J. Benjamin, 24 hours, at 15c,
W. E. Tolman, 20 hours, at 17c,
W. E. Tolman, 2 hours, team, at 35c,
Taft, 6 hours, at 17c,
A. H. Ha^'den, I6V2 hours, at 17c,
B. A. Dennis, 15 hours, at 17c,
W. Whipple, 31/3 hours, at 15c,
D. Haj^den, 16 hours, at 17c,
A. W. Dailey, 10 hours, at 17c,
A. W. Dailey, horse, 3 hours, at 10c,
Timothy Daley, work,
H. W. bodge, 221/2 hours, at 17c,
A. L. Plant, 18 hours, at 17c,
A. L. Plant, team, 3 hours, at 40c,
J. Carlson, 20 hours, at 17c,
H. M. Gilson, 50 hours, at 17c,
W. M. Towns, 17 hours, at 17c,
W. Whipple, 28 hours, at 15c,
W. M. Towns, 45 hours, at 17c,
C. A. Towns, 2 days, with team, at $3.50,
G. E. Fairbanks, 16 hours, at 17c,
G. H. Fairbanks, 10 hours, at 15c,
G. H. Fairbanks, II14 hours, at 17c,
G. H. Fairbanks, 9^/4 hours, with team, at 35c,
W. Lynch, work,
H. M. Flagg, 43 hours, at 17c,
H. M. Flagg, team, 9 hours, at 35c,
H. M. Flagg, horse, 1 da\%
H. M. Flagg, 1 day,
$7
65
F. Champney, $3 75
E. C. Baker, 1 day, at 35c, 3 50
F. Pierce, work, 5 hours, 85
F. Pierce, work, 53
F. Pierce, horses, 50
C. Pierce, 8^/2 hours, at 17c, 1 45
E. Pierce, 8V2 hours, 1 06
A. L. Plant, lli/o hours, at 17c, 1 96
J. E. Bemis, sharpening tools, 1 35
B. Hayden, 12 hours, at 17c, 2 04
Orders drawn, $647 34
By order on town treasurer. $1 65
B3^ order on town treasurer, 11 30
By order on town treasurer, 118 52
By order on town treasurer, 123 64
By order on town treasurer, 212 75
B\^ order on town treasurer, 3 75
By order on town treasurer, 39 84
By order on town treasurer, 127 43
By order on town treasurer, 2 04
By order on town treasurer, 6 42
April
66
REPORT OF LIQUOR AGENT,
From April 20 to Feb. 15, 1901.











Order on town treasurer.
Cash paid, liquor.
Cash for liquor,
Cash for freight, express, etc.,







PROPERTY BELONGING TO TOWN.
Liquor on hand :
Whiskey, 4 pints,
Alcohol, 16 pints,





REPORT OF TOWN HALL AGENT,
From February 14, 1900, to March 13, 1900.
Feb. 20. Lecture, $2 00
Feb. 27. Grange, both halls afternoon and even-
ing,
Mar. 9. W. R. C, G.
Mar. 9. Caucus, free.





Mar. 13. W. R. C, G. A. R. hall for dinner,
Mar. 13. Entertainment and dance.
Mar. 26. Graphaphone entertainment, G. A. R.
hall,
Mar. 30. Entertainment and dance,
Ma3' 1. Concert and dance.
May 5. I. O. O. F. social, G. A. R. hall,
May 30. Memorial day, free.
June 18. Monday' club,
June 26. Grange, both halls,
July 30. Monday club entertainment,
Aug. 3. Methodist fair,
Aug. 7. Grange box supper, G. A. R.,
Aug. 10. Baptist entertainment,
Aug. 16. Rehearsal,
Aug. 17. Veteran firemen, entertainment and
dance,
Aug. 21. Graphaphone entertainment,
Aug. 22. Social dance,
Aug. 23. Two rehearsals,
Congregational fair,
Entertainment,
W. R. C, fair and dance.




W. C. T. U., G. A. R. hall.
Lecture, G. A. R. hall,
Grange, both halls.
Campaign lecture, free.
W. C. T. U. school entertainment,
Rehearsal,
Cong, entertainment,
I. O. O. F. social, G. A. R. hall,
W. C. T. U., hall,





SUPERINTENDENT OF THE CEMETERY.
*
171/2 days labor, at $1.50,
15 funerals, at $2.50,
Digging grave, Geo. Norwood,
Care of Spaulding lot,
Care of Damon lot.
Care of Allen lot,
Emerson's bill quarrying,
414 da^'s removing trees after storm,
Team, 2 days.
Cr.




REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH,
There were seven cases of scarlet fever and three cases
of measles reported to the board of health during the past
year, all of which recovered. There were several complaints
made to the board in regard to the sanitary condition of
the places complained of, which were investigated and the
owners notified. The necessary changes were made with-
out expense to the town.
C. D. BIGELOW,




The fire department was called out seven times in the
past year.
April 16, an alarm was given for a brush fire on land
of Thomas Baldwin and Thomas M. Blodgett.
April 25, to a brush fire on land of Alfred Whitney and
Horatio M. Fairbanks.
April 26, to brush fire on land of Reed, Dunton and
Childs, and land of Champney and Fairbanks, destro^nng
the barn and house, the property of Charles Champney.
May 12, to a brush fire on land of Mrs. E. K. Blair.
May 15, to brush fire on land of Martin, Hayden and
Champne3\
May 16, to brush fire on land of Martin and Hayden.
June 11, to brush fire on land of R. L. Angier and
Mrs. M. E. Spaulding.
The apparatus for the fire department is as follows
:
one Hunneman engine, one hose cart, four pieces suction
hose, two hundred feet poor hose, six hundred feet of
good hose, three axes, two lanterns, one wrench, six fire






Report of Committee Chosen to Improve the Village
Common.
Amount in hands of committee, Feb. 22, 1900, $21 44
Paid Warren Flagg, for labor, $0 20
Paid J. M. Parker & Co., for grass seed, 70






Fitzwilliam, Feb. 15, 1901.
The undersigned, having examined the above report,




Fitzwilliam, Feb. 22, 1901.
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REPORT OF •




Cash on hand Feb. 15, 1900,
Town of Fitzwilliam,
Fines,
Use of books by the day,
$6
76
Number of books added to the library during the ytar, 76.
Our library now contains 4,856 volumes.
Number of books lost during the year, none.
Number of books taken from the library during the
year, 2,717.
The largest circulation for anj^ week, 81.
The average circulation per week, 56.
During the past year we have added five new book
cases to the library, arranged the books in classes, and
made other needed alterations and improvements in the
library rooin.
We would again respectfully call the attention of the
citizens of the town to the provisions of Chapter 8 of the
Public Statutes, and Chapter 118 of the laws of 1895, in
relation to the establishment and maintenance of free
public libraries.
Our library is in much need of a card catalogue, which
is universally recognized as the only kind which can be
kept up-to-date, but we have not deemed it expedient to
use any of the funds appropriated for the library for this







Fitzwilliam, N. H., Feb. 15, 1901.
LIST OF BOOKS ADDED TO FITZWILLIAM TOWN
LIBRARY FROM MARCH, 1900, TO MARCH, 1901.
Granite Monthly. Vol. 26, Jan.-June, '99. 4780
Granite Monthly. Vol. 27, July-Dec, '99. 4781
Report Commissioner of Education, '97-'98. Vol. 2. 4782










Our National Cathedrals. 3 vols. 4784-86
State Papers, Addresses and Poems of Ex-Gov-
ernor Moody Currier. 4787
13th Annual Report of Interstate Commerce Com-
missioners. 4788
Series I. vol. 9. . 4789
Series III, vol. 3. 4790
Series III, vol. 4. 4791
Series III, vol. 5. 4792
Series IV, vol. 1. 4793
Series IV, vol. 2. 4794
Series IV, vol. 3. 4795
Robert Grant. 4796
The Heart's Highway. Mary E. Wilkins. 4797
The Son of the Wolf. Jack Loudon. 4798
Philip Winwood. R: H. Stephens. 4799
To Have and to Hold. Mar\^ Johnston. 4800
The Open Question. Elizabeth Robins. 4801
The Reign of Law. James Lane Allen. 4802
Via Crucis. Marion Crawford. 4803
The Ship of Stars. A. T. Quiller-Couch. 4804
Trinity Bells. Amelia E. Barr. 4805
In Connection with the DeWilloughby Claim. F.
H. Burnett. 4806
The Gentleman from Indiana. Booth Tarkington. 4807
Red Pottage. Mary Cholmondeley. 4808
A Double Thread. Ellen Fowler. 4809
The Farringdons. Ellen Fowder. 4810
Tiverton Tales. Alice Brown. 4811
Miss Bagg's Secretary. Clara Louise Burnham. 4812
With Fire and Sword. Henr\' Sienkiewicz. 4813
The Deluge. 2 vols. Henry Sienkiewicz. 4814-15
Pan Michael. Henry Sienkiewicz. 4816
The Pride of Jennico. Agnes and Egerton Castle. 4817
The Philippine Islands. Dean C. Worcester. 4818
Contemporaries. T. W. Higginson. 4819
A Man's Value to Societv. N. D. Hillis. 4820
78
Sailing Alone Around the World. Capt. Joshua
Slocum. 4821
Little Rivers. Henrj^ Van Dyke. 4822
What is Worth While. Anna Robertson Brown. 4823
Rising in the World, or Architects of Fate. O. S.
Marden. 4824
Chas. Sumner. Moorfield Storey. 4825
John Quincy Adams. J. S. Morse, Jr. 4826
Cleared for"^ Action. Willis Boyd Allen. 4827
The Young Reporter. Wm. Drysdale. 4828
The Fast Mail. Wm. Drysdale. 4829
The Beach Patrol. Wm. Drysdale. 4830
Camping on the St. Lawrence. Everett T. Tom-
linson. 4831
Wild Animals I Have Known. Ernest Seton-
Thompson. 4832
Dorothy and Her Friends. Ellen Olney Kirk. 4833
The Making of Iowa. Henry Sabin. 4834
Life of Dwight L. Moody. Wm. R. Moody. 4835
After Her Death. Lilian Whiting. 4836
Eleanor. Mrs. Humphrey Ward. 4837
Eben Holden. Irving Bacheller. 4838
In the Palace of the King. Marion Crawford. 4839
The Sky Pilot. Ralph Conner. 4840
The Maid of Maiden Lane. Amelia E. Barr. 4841
The Gray House of the Quarries. Mary Harriott
Norris. 4842
The Touchstone. Edith Wharton. 4843
Dr. North and His Friends. Dr. S. Weir Mitchell. 4844
Alice of Old Vincennes. Maurice Thompson. 4845
Concerning Isabel Carnaby. Ellen T. Fowler. 4846
The Beguin's Daughter. Edwin L. Bynner. 4847
The Biograph\^ of a - Grizzly. Ernest Seton
Thompson. 4848
War of the Rebellion. Series I, vol. 10. 4849
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VITAL STATISTICS.
To the Selectmen :
In compliance with an act of the legislature, passed
June session, 1887, amended by the legislature of 1899,
requiring "clerks of towns and cities to furnish a transcript
of the record of births, marriages and deaths to the muni-
cipal officers for publication in the Annual Report," I















THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
[I., s.]
To the inhabitants of the town of Fitzwillinm, in the
county of Cheshire, in said state, qualified to vote in
town affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the town hall, in
said Fitzwilliam, on Tuesday, the twelfth day of March
next, at nine of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following subjects
:
Article 1.—To hear and act upon the reports of
agents, auditors, committees or officers heretofore chosen.
Art. 2.—To choose all necessary town officers for the
year ensuing.
Art. 3.—To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary' to defra\^ town charges for the ensuing year and
make appropriation of the same.
Art. 4.—To allow accounts against the town.
Art. 5.—To raise money for the repair of highways and
bridges and determine the amount.
Art. 6.—To raise money for schools and determine the
amount.
Art. 7. To see if the town will vote to adopt Chapter
29 of the laws of 1899, relating to highways and bridges,
or take any action thereon.
Art. 8.—To see if the town will vote to accept the sys-
tem of street lighting as proposed by contributors to the
street lighting fund, and raise and appropriate a sum of
money not to exceed five hundred dollars for the support
and maintenance of the same for the ensuing year, or take
any other action in the matter.
Art. 9.—To see if the town will raise a sum of mone3%
not to exceed two hundred dollars, for the purpose of
trimming the trees and brush on the highways and choose
a committee to expend the same.
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Art. 10.—To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of three hundred dollars, to be expended
on the highway between the railroad crossing at Fitzwil-
liam Depot and the foot of depot hill (so called) and ap-
point a conlniittee to expend the same.
Art. 11.—To see if the town will vote to request the
Boston and Maine railroad to station a flagman at the
railroad crossing at Fitzwilliam Depot, for the protection
of life and property.
Art. 12.—To see if the town will vote to discontinue
the ringing of the town bell except in cases of fire or for
town purposes.
Art. 13.—To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate five hundred dollars and appoint a committee to
purchase a chemical fire engine, to be kept at Fitzwilliam
Depot.
Art. 14.—To see if the town will vote to bu\^ an indem-
nity bond for the town treasurer and tax collector and pay
for the same with any money in the town treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
Art. 15.—To see what action the town will take in re-
gard to the appointment of a liquor agent for the ensuing
year.
Art. 16.—To see if the town will vote to give the use
of the town hall free for all educational meetings.
Given under our hands and seal this twenty-third day
of February, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
one (1901).
DAVID H. FIRMIN,
HENRY C. TENNEY,
EDGAR M. THOMPSON,
Selectmen of Fitzwilliam.
A true copv.—Attest:
DAVID H. FIRMIN,
HENRY C. TENNEY,
EDGAR M. THOMPSON,
Selectmen of Fitzwilliam.
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